Introdaction
Boltianski [l] has proved, that any n-dimensional οοητβζ body with a smooth boundary oan be covered with n+1 smaller homo thetio oopiee. Fudali [3] has shown that the (n+1)-th liminal number of a convex body in B n is equal to ^pj and he asked there about such number for an n-dimensional convex body with a smooth boundary* In the present paper an answer to this question is given.
2* Preliminaries
In the paper, a homothetic copy of a body Q cB a will be denoted by k^Q, where kj is the ray-ratio of a respective homothety. Ueoäll the notion of th· m-th liminal number df Q [2, p. 135']» Let K®(Q) denote the set of numbers k ε (0,1), for whioh families {^Q,... ,-k^Q} with kj ί k do not o over Q. The least upper bound of ¿"fó) le oálled the m-th liminal number òf Q and denoted by K*(<if.
Bote the following: For every ε ε (0,1/2)i a) there is a smooth convex functioA g ç » [θ,ε] -• Β such that g e (0) = g e (e) -1 -ε, 3. Homothetlc oovering of a body with a smooth boundary Lemma 1. Let KcB n be an n-dimensional convex bounded body with a smooth boundary. Let x Q be an interior point of K· Por any t c [θ,1-ε/2] let kg(t)K be a body hokothetio to Κ with the ray-ratio k c (t) and with the centra at x n . Then o
is a n+1-dimensional convex body with a smooth boundary·
The proof follows from' the construction of the function kg.
Remark* It is easy to cheok using the Corollary above that if
Κ χο,2 = (f»i V tf e En+1,t € [°» 1 ϊ»< χ ι»···»*η € ( 1 -t J K }» then g is homothetic to K^ ^ with thej ray-ratio -j/g-e = = ζ-and with the oentre at (x.,1/2) e Β 0 * 1 . Moreover,
For any n-dimensional simplex S contained in E n and for any sufficiently small number ε > 0 there exists a convex body Sg with a smooth boundary such that its interior oontaine S n and it is contained in the simplex (l+e)S n homothetio to S B . The respective homothety has the ray-ratio equal to 1+ε and the barycentre of the simplex S n as the centre.
Proof. For η = 1 the Lemma is obvious. Let us assume that the Lemma holds for η = k-1. It is sufficient to prove the Lemma for one k-dimensional simplex only, since a homothety and a linear map commute, and an arbitrary k-dimensional simplex can be obtained from the considered one (the barycentre of a simplex S linearly depends on the ver- By the virtue of (4) we have the inclusions S cSc(l + f)S'. The above inclusions hold for any dimension, because k was chosen arbitrarily.
4'· Liminal number of a body with a smooth boundary Theorem.
The (n+1)-th liminal number of the family of all n-dimensional bodies in B n with a smooth boundary is equal to ^^ .
Proof. Por any sufficiently small ε > 0 it is sufficient to find a n-dimensional body with a smooth boundary which may be covered with n+1 its homothetic copies, each of them with the ray-ratio ^¡η· + ε. Let S n be any n-dimensional simplex with the barycentre at x Q . For any i « 1,2,...,n+1 let P^ be an image of the simplex S n under the homothetic transformation with the ray-ratio ^pj-and with the centre at i-th vertex of S n . Let P^ be an image of P.^ under the homothetic transformation with the ray-ratio 1 + ε· -j^· and with the centre at x Q .
By Lemma 2 there exists a convex body S with a smooth boundary for which we have S n c Int Sc (ΐ + ε· s n .
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